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begins Monday

p Killing Us Softly", about the depicBy Carrie Allison
Beginning on Monday, October tion of women in advertising.
14th and extending through Thurso
On Tuesday the 15th four talented!
day, October 17th, the College of musicians, the "Women of the
Wooster will renew a special tradi- Calabash," will perform at 8:00 p.m.
tion. That tradition is Women's in McGaw ChapeL For those who
Week, and during this time a string wlsn to learn more about them and
of distinguished and diverse vistors their unique brand of music from
will come to the campus.
i Africa,
Latin America, the Cari-bea"Everybody's really excited!"!
and Black America, they will
Says Debby Lewis, who as Special give a Convocation presentation at
Events Coordinator for the Women's 11:00 a.m. in Mateer. They have

i
--

I

n,

Resource Center, is largely responsible for organizing Women's Week.
She speaks with pride of the programs which will be presented
because they bring to light the many
contributions of women. These contributions , she says, "are worthy in
their own right." although they are
often overlooked. Men and women
both will have a chance to celebrate
these contributions in the coming

;

1

'

numerous performances to their
credit among them a concert in Lincoln Center's Alice TuOy HalL The
Pitflick from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
will be 'Fuadi; about the life of an
African' woman. At 4:00 p.m. in the
Film Preview Room of Andrews
Library. Yvonne Williams will
devote her Black Studies Seminar to
the showing of a film on black
women in jazz, called "The
week.
vocalists: Yesterday and Today
Atrom Bessie toBillie- - She will lead
The WRC is the driving force a discussion afterward.
behind Women's Week, but other
Working demonstrations wiltake
campus organizations are providing place on Wednesday
the 16th as the
Wedsupport Guest speaker Sarah
who
work shown
artists
created
the
ding ton and the music group, in "A New Perspective on Tradition:
"Women of the Calabash," are
Women Artists of the Arts and
with the WRC by the Stu- Crafts," come to the Lowry Center
y
dent Activities Board. The Lesbian-Ga- Lounge between 11:00 a.m. and 7:00
Support Group and a campus Ip.m.
speaker Sarah Wed- dub, the Peanuts, will also be dingtonGuest
will speak at f:QQ p.m in
compresenting programs. Even the
McGaw Chapel on "Women as
munity of Wooster is getting involv- iLeaders." She has plenty of leader
ed. Organizations in the town con- ship experience herself, having been
cerned with women's health will be elected to the Texas of Represensponsoring Women's Health Day '85 tatives, argued before the Supreme
on Thursday, October 17th.
Court in the Roe vs. Wade abortion
case,
and worked in the Carter
Women's Week will be ushered in White House as the President's ad-early on October 6th with a 5fTHI riser on women's Issues. Currently,
Center art display unto October she resides in Washington, D.C.,
19th. The display is entitled "A New where she directs the Texas state of
Perspective on Tradition: women fice. A reception sponsored by the
Artist of the Arts and Crafts." On Women's Athletic League will follow
Monday the 14th, however, the first her speech. Two "flicks" will be
speaker arrives. Peggy scon, pro- shown in Lowry Center, Room 111.
fessor and Director of the Navajo They will be "Antonia : Portrait of
and Indian Studies program at
on the life of a women or
Navajo Community College in woman"
chestra conductor, and " Eliiabeth
Arizona will speak in Lean Lecture Catlett" on a contemporary black
Room at 7:30 p.m. on the topic woman artist The showings will be
"Navajo Meet Change." Pitflick from 11:00 a.m. to2:00 pjn.
will also be shown in the Lowry
Center Pit from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 At 11:45 a.m. on Thursday the
p.m. The "flick" for Monday will be 117th. Gloria Witkin-LanoPh.D..
co-sponso- red

.

Pegey Scott, director of Navajo and Indian studies, will present
coding w on native American.

lec- -

lttrea at tss college tn t

Scoff t o speak on Navajo

By Thomas Karsten
On October 14th. at 7:30 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Room, Peggy Scott,
Director of Navajo and Indian
Studies a Navajo Community College, will present a lecture entitled,
"Navajos Face Change." Also on the
14th. at 4:00 p.m. in Lowry Center
Room 119, Scott will lead a Religious

Studies discussion and present the
topic, "The Feminine Dimension of
Navajo Religion."
Scott has been a leader in reconciling whites and Navajos in and
around reservation areas in
Arizona. However, the main thrust
of her work has been in bMingual
education of Nava
and
bi-cultu- ral

SCN calls
By Cornelius FarreH

.

.

jos. This type of education teachcsl
Navajo culture and values to the
Navajos to keep them in touch with
their heritage, and teaches them
white vocabulary skills to make
them professionally viable on the job
market.
Scott's work centers around the
teaching of Navajo philosophy and
heritage. She is very proud of the
traditional Navajo way of life, and
she believes in preserving it
According to Professor Thomas
Raitt of the Religion Department
Scoot will present a unique and first-tim- e
opportunity for the college to
have the Native American view
presented to us.

for divestment
marching

Over thirty students marched
behind a banner which read "C.O.W.
Divest from South Africa" in the
Homecoming parade last Saturday.
The Student Concerns Network
(SCN) organized the march as part
of an ongoing attempt to bring about
the College's divestment from companies which operate in South
Africa.
"It shows the campus, the administration and ourselves that the
SCN has campus support for its
goals. It was encouraging to see all

and cheering us
the people
on," said RoberkGeist who deemed
the project a great suecess.
Students interested in getting involved in future SCN events are invited
to a meeting at six o'clock Friday
evening in the Lowry faculty lounge.
day
Tomorrow is
and will be commemorated with a
minute of silence at one o'clock.
During this time students are asked
to remember the suffering of blacks
in South Africa. Members of the
SCN also have plans to meet with the
Continued on Page J
Anti-Aparthe-

id

.........

.

keynote speaker for Women's
Health Day '85 and Associate Professor of Psychology at Westchester
Community College inaddition to being an author and practicing clinical
psychologist will meet interested
students In the Lowry Center Pit
She will sign books from 3:00 p.m. to
4:00p.m. and wfl speak at 7:00 p.m.
in McGaw Chapel on "The Female
Stress Syndrome: How to Recognize
and Live With It" Women's Health
Day '85 is free to students, and
registration will take place from
4:00 to 5:30 p.m. in McGaw ChapeL
Workshops will also be held in
McGaw ChapeL with the first one
running from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. and
the second from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
The pitflick will be shown from 5:00
to 7:00 p.m. and will consist of a
rebroadcast of Jane Brady's talk at
last year's Women's Health Day. In
addition a slide presentation entitled
"Women's Week in Retrospect" will
be shown on Friday the 18th In the
Compton Lounge from 8:00 to 8:30
p.m.
Lewis also notes that "This year
we are expanding the scope of
Women's Week by including class
discussions and seminars." The
dates and locations of these events
will appear in Women's Week
publications. Professors have been
asked to devote atleast one class
period during the week to the examination of their particular field
from the perspective of women. The
response, Lewis says, has been quite
good, and the students are invited to
"share professor's input" as they
"show the diversity of women's
issues." Some of those conducting
special lectures win be Erika Nolan
on "Women in German Society and
Culture;" Arn Lewis on "Women in
Architecture" and "The Changing
Image of Women;" Joanne Frye on
women in her "Fiction by Women"
Asbury on "Tradiclass;
tional Views of Women's Sexuality,"
"Contemporary Views of Women's
Sexuality," and "Sexual Alternatives;7' Amy Rose on "Women in
Greek Tragedy;" and Thalia
n
on "Women Artists
of thelJ50's."
Jo-Ell- en

Gouma-Peterso-

ll.

Board of Trustees to meet next veeh

Student Activities Board.
The Board of Trustees is divided
into three classes, each with 13
members who serve three-yeterms. Each class of Trustees has
two members who are alumni and
who are elected by the alumni body.
However, there are more Wooster
alumni on the Board of Trustees
than the six elected members.
Saturday.
The Board of Trustees, which Many of the Trustees are Wooster
meets twice a year, votes on finan- graduates, including the Chairman,
cial items such as budget approval J.W. Pocock. Henry Copeland, the
and the selling of College assets as President of the College of Wooster,
member of
well as on other issues such as the serves as an
approval of a new Dean. The Board the Board.
The Board of Trustees is composwin also be examining the divestment issue again. The Finance ed of various committees, each
Committee has invited several headed by a Chairperson. Most of
students to meet with them to the work of the Board is done in comdiscuss divestment and the College mittee, then presented to the

By Nancy Johnson
The Board of Trustees of the College Wooster will be meeting on
campus the weekend of October
Committee meetings will begin
Thursday night when the Trustees
are scheduled to arrive, and will
continue through Friday. The full
Board of Trustees will meet on

ar

17-1-9.

ex-offic-io

ment Committee, the Faculty Rela
tions Committee and the Student
Relations Committee, to name a
few.
Other Committees are the
Finance Committee, which reviews
budget and investment policy, the

Admissions Committee, which
reviews admissions policy and submits for consideration changes in
the admissions policy, and the

Religious Dimensions Committee,
which examines student concerns of
a moral and spiritual nature. The
Executive Committee, consisting of
the Chairs of all the committees except the Nominations Committee
plus an equal amount of elected

members, meets between

the

meetings of all Trustees.
Deborah Hilty. Secretary of the
College and of the Board of Trustees,
Board of Trustees
Students are Trustees at the general meeting. stated thatasthe stewardship
of Wooster.
of the
represented at the full Board The Committees include the Audit functions
Meeting by the President of SGA, Committee, the Building and College of Wooster and is therefore
the Chair of Campus Council and the Grounds .Committee, the Develop Continued on Page 6
--
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vo View Worn The'
Foster a College community i tie Gdivor Nochanceof removing fear
By Ian
Fried

letfters

Column By Ida Williams
Last week I discussed the problem of a lack of college
community. People at Wooster sometimes seem to be so
wrapped up in their own activities that the population
never converges into a group that communicates along
the same lines. Independent study, the lack of an emphasis on communal education and the importance of
self improvement all seem to push the idea of a "College
of Wooster" education to that of just an education
available at other similar schools and colleges.
This is unfortunate because I believe the College has a
lot to offer the student due to its unique educational emphases and the relatively small size of its campus and
enrollment. The liberal arts education is one of the
reasons Wooster is a popular educational facility for
those who wish to expand their knowledge in more than
one area and who do not see life as something to be
followed along a specific path. The College offers a
diversified student body, boasting a wide range of
students both natives of the U.S. and those from abroad.
The College has a diversified curricular program, along
with the ability to create one's own major, and the College has a wide range of student activities to become involved in. The College is also a size small enough to
allow its students to know each other, and to learn from
each other as much as from classes.
This is why I find the lack of a community on the campus such a disturbing discovery. Communication between students, faculty and staff should be easily accomplished because of the close proximity each group
has to one another. But this communication is not being
used as an effective force on campus, either as a social
or educational one. We all have a lot to gain from a com- mon education, one gained not solely from classes, but
also from other students. I think the College tries to a
certain extent to encourage this type of learning, too, by
allowing campus parties, by encouraging students to
know many different people in many areas, and by en
couraging faculty to show interest in their students.
The College also is making attempts at a communal
education. By sponsoring guest lectures, (Limits and
Constraints and Women's Week are two examples) and
by continuing to hold Convocation weekly it is clear that
the College itself is interested in this communal educa
tion and feeling for campus community. I think it is up
to everyone on campus to start once again believing in
the College community as a viable educational tool.
The campus needs to realize that we all do have
something in common and that we should use this to our
advantage. The campus itself is a community, even
though we don't use it effectively for that. I encourage
everyone to get to know the others on campus and
remember why we attend Wooster. It has a lot more to
offer than classes when it comes to education.

M.

The most striking thought which occurred to me dur
ing McGeorge Bunay's lecture "Nuclear Weapons: The
Limits of Unlimited Force," was that the world will
never be rid of the fear of nuclear weapons and nuclear
destruction. I walked away from the lecture on Monday
night feeling helpless. There is nothing that I believe can
be done to ever remove our nuclear fear.
Once the two superpowers gained the ability to
destroy the planet, there was no possibility of the U.S. or
the U.S.S.R. voluntarily giving up that power. The
justification for this was, and is, a policy termed MAD,
Mutually Assured Destruction. This is the speculation
that one country will not attempt to attack another country with nuclear weapons, because such an attack would
from the second country's
assure
retaliatory attack. Thus, in order to prevent nuclear
war, the United States must have the capability to
destroy the other country, in most cases considered to
be the U.S.S.R. In order for one country to reduce
nuclear warheads to a level below total destruction, it
must be assured that the other country will do the same.
Neither the U.S. nor the U.S.S.R. will ever have that

Boycott needed,
not moral
one-upsmans-

hip

Detr Editor,

I am puzzled by one aspect of the
campaign to persuade the College to
divest itself of any financial interest
in companies doing business in
South Africa. In all of the petitions
and editorials and letters and the
like, I have never seen any suggestion that individuals stop using products produced by the offending
American companies. As past consumer boycotts have shown, this can
be an effective way to influence a
corporation, so why has it been omitted in the divestment campaign?
One might conclude that petitioners
are far more ready to demand moral
perfection in others than they are to
alter their own behaviorim as con- not the
thin
biiwIt
ramaMV. VA
"mf
WUAA
explanation, so perhaps the Voice
can explain the seeming inconsisten
cy.

self-annihilati- on

assurance.
I do not see the superpowers- - and any country which
becomes a superpower, ever reducing their nuclear
arsenals enough to ever make the world safe. The agenda for all humans from now onmust be aimed at preventing these nuclear arsenals from exploding. This,
though, is an extremely difficult task.
It is unlikely that anything of significance will ever be
produced from the arms talks between the Soviet Union
and the United States going on right now in Geneva,
Switzerland. Any agreement which is reached will be
token measures by both sides. Neither country will ever
agree to drastic cuts in their weaponry.
What we must do in this country is support measures
which will stop the futher endangerment of the world
community. Our federal government must be told by us
that we have enough power as it is. It does not give us
any advantage to be able to destroy the Soviet Union 10
times over as opposed to 11 times over. The more
nuclear weapons we have, the more likely the chance of
a mistake occurring.

W

James R.Turner
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Indolent Abroad

Oxford Marxisvs off the African Main

nlxver with a nassion for Greek pot get a word in, so I spoke quickly.
Column By Warren Hedges
"So, Russ, how's the state of
Gavin Williams has long unkempt tery? Perhaps there was a God. I
hair and a pointed goatee which give smirked at Gavin with a respect that things?
"And what do you mean, ' the
him the appearanee of an bordered admiration.
state
of things'," Russ frowned,
can
that
commodities
"Economic
he
image
overweight buccaneer, an
his eyebrows, and glared
wrinkled
will,
laid-oput
on
at
that's
and
sometimes cultivates with a leather be
how it was done. Do you unders- at me.
jerkin. Gavin, a South African
The second important thing about
had just finished a lecture on tand?" He thumped at some paper
majors is never to let
the place. It was attended by well covered with incomprehensible philosophy
people scribbles. The man was brilliant and them get you angry, and never take
dressed concerned-lookin- g
as they take
who asked carefully worded ques- I was lost. I nodded and ordered them as seriously
themselves. " I mean that people
tions. Subsequently they drove more beer.
d
Gavin looked sceptical. " It's like who try to pull words out of their
home, walked across
Up. When gold prices are up, social context and look for essential
pata
beer
behind
slept
lawns and
meanings behind them are both conterned French windows. I was they need black miners, and turn on descending
and foolish. Look, the
seated with Gavin at the Undercroft, the tap. When gold is down, they Taj
Mahal!"
Contact,
lay
off."
college.
don't
and
them
Oxford
an
of
the bar
He looked and I stuffed a handful
Williams, after falling down the bar enlightenment,- - this called for
his shorts. I turned
stairs, was bruised, alcoholic, and pretzels. I turned towards the of pretzels down
back to Gavin just as my fourth beer
waiter.
looking depressed.
Russ was coming. .Russ, a arrived and Russ crunched out of the"
He was also glad to have a
listener. " Bloody English twits. philosophy major, believes his bar, leaving a trail of crumbs.
ethical task is to highlight people's Now..."
When I was a Rhodes..."
ff

ex-patr-

oit

nicely-groome-

"Rhodes scholar?"
grinne-d- a first. There was
an irony about that we could both ap- Whomever Cecil Rhodes
Ereciate.
ad intended his African diamond
money to go to, it wasn't overweight
on dismantling
marxists dead-sbourgeois white boys. Why couldn't
they have picked some slim cricket
Gavin

et

inability to explain themselves.
Tonight Russ was out exposing in
justice by wearing shorts to a coat
and ue dinner, this on tne neeis ox
his McDonald's boycott ("too many
people eat there," he explained )the universe was shifting, I could
feel it The best approach to
philosophy majors is not to let them

-

"About divestment?" Gavin
answered the question for me. "
Frankly, the American companies
treat them worse than the Africans
do. Divestment's well and fine, but
the thing to concentrate on is the invasion..."
"Tell me about it!" Chris, who
hoped to write novels, had emerged

Dance as a part of SCA
By Tim Austin
One aspect of the Society for
Creative Anachronism (SCA) is the
recreation of the social atmosphere
of the Middle Ages. An important
part of this is dance. Most of the

dances done are from the

Renaissance, as that is the earliest
for which manuals have been found.
These dances range in type from
long, formal, and slow court dances
like the Pavane (pronounced pu--

von) to more complex line dances gatherings during the year such as
Christmas, Harvest, and Midsumer.
such as the "Female Sailor,"
Pavanes were usually done at royal
and
to the fast circle dances of noble courts, with the ruling noble
known as bransles (pronounces and his lady at the head of the line.
brawls), which may also be done in
One of the reasons bransles were
line form if the dance permits.
In period, these dances would rarely done at courts during the late
have varied according to the time Middle Ages was the fact that fast
and the place they were done. For movement was often difficult in the
example, bransles were generally garments worn at such formal occa
oeasant dances' performed at sions, feasants usuaiiy wore mwn
"Hole-in-the-Wa-

"Strip-the-Wfllo-

U,"

w"

Freshmen File to publish essays by freshmen
P Jonathan Barclay

cellence and diversity of freshman alMMl not bv a staff of English
Professor ' Michael Allen,
writing," to see how students react nmfMAr. hut hv an editorial staff
,
a
File
organizer of Freshman
Wooster Freshman essay anthology, when writing, not for a grade, but for
will hold an organizational meeting the sole purpose of communication,
for the magazine Monday, October and to provide examples of good
14th at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry 119. All freshman essays for future
freshmen interested in editing or freshman classes. Though there will
writing
writing for the new magazine should be room for several creative
pieces. Freshman File-- , will focus
attend.
on essay writing.

is an exFreshman File'
perimental magazine of ten essays
submitted, reviewed, and selected
by freshmen. Based on a writing
research idea first suggested by
Professor Gail Goldberg of Goucher
College, Maryland, the purpose of
is
Wooster's " Freshman File
threefold: to exemplify the "ex--.

from nowhere, a place I wished he
would return to. " I want to change
things, writing can do that, you
know. I need to know about these

things."

"If you want to change things, go
into television." Gavin turned back
to his drink.
"But I want to write." He enunciated the last word as if it were
sacred, some kind of artifact
"Then write for T.V. or advertising. Write advertisements."
"He could write for Time," I interjected. " Some people still read
Time, or at least the picture captions."
"Like I said
advertising."

,

he could go into

"Now Gavin, whatever else its
faults are, the magazine does have a
good art critic." The marxist was
not impressed.
Chris panned round with naive
eagerness that reminded me of a
slobbering hound. I stared at the
sweat on Gavin's gray fatigue shirt
and thought hard. I thought of the
miserable flat where he slept and
did research with his tiny wife, who
was gaunt but brilliant I thought of
the murdered friends he had m the

eountry he'd been exiled from. "
Friend." When he said that word in
his lecture I'd seen how much it
meant to him, how few he'd had. In
his own alcoholic way the man was a
hero.
I'd lost track of how many drinks
Gavin had that night Chris was on
his third. He kept shouting at me,"I
want to change things, I want.." It
was three in the morning before I got
Gavin home, but his wife's eyes
were grateful.
"He's fond of you, you know.
That's unusual."
"Why doyoudo it?" I looked at the
lines in her face.
"Stay here? He's not that expensive, and we're not as different as
you think, he and I. Thing is to keep
moving, keep moving as long as you
can.'!
We laid Gavin on the couch. "Is
there anything I..."
"No," her answer was gentle but
sure of itself.
Forty people had been killed in
Johannesburg that week. " To keep
moving," I hung on to that as I
treaded the darkness home.

aiderably. Thus it is common to see
a 5th century barbarian from Saxony dancing a pavane. It is likewise
uncommon to see a count or duke
In the SCA, however, we often per- not
enjoying a bransle.
the
one
after
dances
form these
other. After alL a pavane is a nice For anyone interested in learning
rest after the Maltese Branale,
which tends to increase in tempo as more about medieval dance, the
will be holding a dance practice
it goes. Also, since knowledge of SCA
court dances is highly limited, to on Wednesday. October If in Lowry
eliminate the peasant dances would- Center 11.
cut down the repertoire conmore practical clothing which permitted greater movement

PflflTEflE PERm

composed of only freshmen under
Allen's guidance. Decisions regar
ding procedure, essay juagemeni,
and maffazine oroduction will be
made by the freshman editorial
staff.
"

"

ia the kev. and

Perfect

all in

vrHofnaHnn
terested freshmen are welcome to
The significance and originality of Monday's meeting. .
re
in i
Freshman File
.ti iriKtar mm an exclusively
According
freshman undertaking. out-of class
or
to Allen,
essays may be submitted by any
freshman, and the ten best essays
will be analysed, reviewed, moo
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Women's
on fhursdciy
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By Carrie Allison
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. and the second
An integral part of Women's Week from 8:30 to 8:30 p.m.

is Women's Health Day '85, taking
place on Thursday, October 17th.
This event, being held for the second
time since its highly successful
debut last year, is sponsored by a
number of organisations and individuals in Wooster concerned
about women's health. The College
of Wooster, Positive Health Promotion in conjunction with Carolyn
Abramson R.N., The Wooster Clinic,
Inc. in conjunction with former campus physician Viola Startzman
M.D., and the Wayne County National Bank arc spear heading this
day of speeches and workshops.
Although the cost to participants is
$10.00. studeants will be admitted
free. The only stipulation is that
they register with everyone else in
McGaw Chapel from 4:00 to
5:30p.m.
"It is really focusing on very basic
issues of health," says the compus
spokesperson for this event, Beth
Lewis, the assistant director of
She feels that the issues of
women's wellness are "terribly important." In order to fully explore
different dimensions of women's
health from a woman's perspective,
five women will give workshops
from which participants can choose
two. The first workshop will be held
Ad-missi- ns.

(Q)

0
3
it

4.

r

Gtf

held

ing Thin, Inc. and has appeared on
the "Morning Exchange"," A.M.
c
Cleveland." and "P.M. Magazine."
The keynote speaker, Gloria
VI
Witkin-Lanoi- l,
is Associate Professor of Psychology at Westchester
Community College and teaches at
Mt. Sinai Medical College. She also
maintains a private clinical practice. She has written "The Female
V,
Stress Syndrome: How to Recognize
and Live With It" and will speak at The Scot Marching Band in the Homecoming Parade.
7:00 p.m. in McGaw Chapel on the
same topic. Her speaking skills
have resulted in many speaking
engagements, including an appearance on the Phil Donahue Show.
Lewis points out that this lecture
should be particularly interesting to
college women, who lead highly
pressured lives in which stress is
"often not recognized."
Lewis wants to make plain the fact
'S. .
mat "students are particularly
welcome." By attending they can
benefit from the main aim of
Women's Health Day '85. "to increase women's awareness of the
immense importance of good
health."

Catherine coweu, rn. u. wui pre
sent a workshop on " Teaching
Nutritional Wellness to Our
Children." She is currently New
York City Director for the Bureau of
Nutrition and is Adjunct Professor
of Nutrition at Cornell and Columbia
universities. Sandra Phyllis Knott,
M.S., BJ., C. will speax on me
tonic. "Fit for Life, Health, and
Joy." She is a Diabetes Patient
Education Specialist at st. uixe s
Hospital in Cleveland and a former
member of the 1964 USA Olympic
Team and the 1962. 1863. and 1965
USA Track and Field Teams.
Evelyn L.S. Kirkhart, Ph. D. will
speak of improving relationships in
her workshop entitled "Great Expectations: Developing a Realistic
Approach to Marriage, Divorce, Living Together." She is a member of
the Wooster Clinic staff and pracWilms F.
tices psychotherapy.
Bergfeld, M.D. will discuss the pros
and cons of cosmetics in "Putting
Your Best Face Forward." She is
Head of the Dermatopathology Section in the Department of Dermatology at the Cleveland Clinic.
Diane Axel. Ed., Ed.S. will address
eating problems in" Living Thin."
She is founder and President of Liv

1

77

I.S. grants
available

Student floats in last Saturday's Homecoming Parade.

The College has recieved money
from the Joyce Foundation for the
current academic year and the next
two academic years for grants "to
develop and offer an optional
enhancement of I.S. projects which
would permit students access to national resources through travel to
specialized libraries, interviewing
major figures in a field, using nationally reputed scholars as readers
of their theses, etc. The resulting
research would assure professional
quality and likely publication (or appropriate recognition) for the pro-

;i:::::::g:

ject."

J I

--

Grants of up to several hundred
dollars are available to current
juniors and seniors to support independent study projects. A committee consisting of the persons
listed below has been established to
administer the grants.
Continued on Page 5
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become on imlont best seller.

Our new and juicier roojt beef ondwich.
Sliced thin. Piled high. Flonked by our fresh
of your choke.
Be'iev
once Yh pick hi one up, you
won't wont to put it down ogotn.
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Styling and Haircuts

Rick, Rita,

Marty,
262-316-

Good only with this

ad

418 N.

'iSSS
Open

24

6

Market

The College's "family" Barber.

Hours

-
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Tyrone Williams and Julie Furguson were named Outstanding Man
and Woman last Saturday at Homecoming. The pair was chosen by
the student body in elections the Thursday before.
Photo By Ralph Youngen

News Services

Divesimeni
Column By Thorn Kaehls

Last Thursday's divestment panel
discussion in Douglass Hall was a
big success. Many views of the issue
were presented and the debate con
tinued to spread throughout campus
I wisn to address one of the issues of
using the proxy vote to reach the
companies operating in South Africa
rather than selling our stock in those
companies.
What Is the logic behind the proxy
vote method 7 The argument is that.
as shareholders, we can influence
companies to end their operations in
South Africa through resolutions and
proxy votes. It is Important to note
that the Reverend Leon Sullivan sits
Ion the Board of Directors of General
Motors. His attempt to get G.M. to
leave South Africa ended with a
compromise" that gives U.S. com
panies a "good feeling" about being
On South Africa, but continues to
perpetuate the system. I posit that if
Leon Sullivan was unable to get
GJf. to leave South Africa, the Col-liege of Wooster's chances are even
slimmer. One other very important
point must be mentioned. The Board
of Trustees has a divestment clause
for companies deemed to be socially
irresponsible.
Companies operating in South
Africa are assisting and profiting
from a racist system. Surely this is
socially irresponsible behavior.
Iwhat good is this policy if. even in a
dear case such as tms one, is rc not
utilized?
All those involved in the debate of
divestment realize that action taken
by the College of Wooster will have
no effect on South Afriea.
Therefore, what we are left with is a
purely moral issue. Do we as a com
munity continue to iinx ourselves
with and profit from the racist
system of South Africa, wnen you
get right down to it, the choices are
to be an accomplice to apartheid, or
refuse to participate in it. I ask you,
wbat good is a racism policy statement if when faced with a clear cut
moral issue, we side with racism.
The proxy vote method is a smokescreen. It has been offered to me as
a possible alternative to divestment
by the trustees, wnyaotne trustees
have to offer me anything? If they
wish to make a concerted effort te
legislation within companies to
Kush
save South Africa, why do they
have to ask me about it? They
realize that the proxy vote method is
a device that they can use to appear
st
while they continue
to be
along their same old path.
We should demand action! Faced
with the prospect of continuing to
profit from apartheid, we must
make the moral choice; wvcar.
anti-raci-

CALENDAR

Friday:
1

Luther Kinq film
12:30 p.m.- -

speech

John Taylor
1.O0

lesfofan Support Group answers
virus being through homosexual
Q:How does your religious viewpoint conflict with your sexual males.
Q: How does one find out he Is gay? disposition?
A:The media has been irresponsible
Does one choose to be gay? To what
A:No conflict! Some churches have in some aspects in forming the
extent is it a conscious decision?
made great strides in accepting hysteria. Statistics can be used to
homosexuality because it is really prove almost anything, but more
A:It is a question of love. You are at- an expression of love. Presbyterians facts need to be unearthed before
tracted to a human being who hap- are especially understanding, but people jump to conclusions. AIDS
pens to be of the same sex as you are problems still exist with the Catholic victims are treated very poorly and
it should be the whole society's conphysically as well as emotionally. Church.
cern to tackle AIDS.
The decision is in not suppressing
your feelings but to come to terms Q:How about religious hostility Q :How do you feel about the conserwith them-n- ot
a decision to be gay.
towards homosexuality? Some bible vative tide that is iwenin the emm- stories.for example the story of try and how does it threaten the gay
Sodom and Gommarah, seem to im ngnts movement?
Q:What kind of pressures do you ply
that homosexuality is sin and
fee! being gay and at Wooster?
A: The conservatism is a
that God punishes
It
will make it harder for a gay person
A: Wooster is a small campus with so
The Bible is a dated piece and to accept him herself and to deal
few people, one watches one's A:
things
changed, since it was with the issues of their homosexuali
freely
dating
people of their written.have
friends
can be used to ty. AIDS and other issues have split
The
choice while one is constrained in support a lot ofBible
arguements, such as the gay movement It will be diftheir ability to do the same. Also, the supposed inferior status of ficult
one is aware of the misconceptions
The answers the these questions
at Wooster that many people have of women.
were the personal opinions of in
the gay community.
Q:Do you see homosexual couples dividuals and do not necessarily
being able to get married in the reflect the view of the entire cay- Q:How has the Administration future?
lesbian group. The group especially
Support
reacted to the
welcomes freshmen who may Have
Group?
being away from home for
problems
relationNope.
A:
But homosexual
A: Very favorably. Very supportive. ships can be as enduring and stable the first time and grappling with the
as marriages. Many homosexual issues of homosexualUy. The
Q:Does the Scot's Key protect gay relationships are very stable. One group's challenge to the campus
mueoneention by the nubile is that community is summed up by Drew
people from discrimination on camgay
people have lots of partners and and Sylvia and is for the community
pus or from insults?
to question the feelings that come to
that is not necessarily true.
them on the issues of homosexuality,
A:Not specifically, but we have conlike why one has the feelings one
fidence that the proper authorities
does. and now they can be sup
AIDS
Q:How
scare
and
about the
would protect us even though bringing up charges can be hard for a hysteria and the accusing finger portive of homosexuals. Member
is limited to College of Wooster
homosexual person. We expect pointed at the gay community? ship
ana
students. The box number
g
and petty harrassment Time magazine baa a figure ox 73 far
the group is
percent of transmission of AIDS
as a part of titer ple.

By Bryan Kintu

How does it feel to be a gay person
and attend the College of Wooster?
How does it feel to constantly see
heterosexual couples free to express
their attraction for each other while
one may feel restricted from showing one's own? How does one grapple with the contradictions between
the dominant societal norms and
one's own feelings, especially at a
e
time in one's life when
is
beginning to enter a larger, less
friendly world from one's own home
environment? What can gay people
now expect in the face of a new conservative reaction that is sweeping
across the United States?
"These are some of the issues that
Support Group inthe
r,
tends to address," says Drew
chairperson for the group. "
Its a group that's concerned with the
issues covering gay people, is open
to anyone (gay or straight), who has
to deal with the issue of homosexuality." The group welcomes anyone
who can be supportive. One of the
aims of the group is to gain respect
on campus for gay people and to
foster understanding between gays
and straights.
A problem does indeed exist between the gay community and the
rest of the campus community. To a
number of people on campus, the
gay community is an underworld of
misfits. Very few will admit to prejudices they may hold, although it is
popular to joke about homosexuals.
Here are some views presented by
Drew Loringer and Sylvia Cole on
questions that nag "straight" peo- Continued from Page 4
The committee has decided to in- page proposal; the proposal should
terpret the "etc." in the above state- be addressed to F.W. Cropp,
chairperson of the selection commitment to include monies for
tee.
2. Include in the proposal the
the development of an appropriate research instrument to specific way(s) that grant monies
gather information; a questionnaire will be used and the amount reto federal or state officials would be quested.
3. Attach a brief statement from
an example;
registration fee to attend a con- the advisor to assure the committee
ference on the topic of the indepen- that this proposal has been discussed in detail and that the advisor joins
dent study; and
purchase of supplies and equip- the student in the expectation that
ment with the understanding that the "resulting research would
any equipment becomes property of assure professional quality and likethe College and not the student or the ly publication (or appropriate
advisor, and that these funds are not recognition)."
Any questions about the program
intended to replace monies for
equipment that are currently fur- should be referred to members of
the Committee.
nished by departments.
he-sh-

Gay-Lesbi-an

Lor-inge-

Gay-Lesbi-

it

set-bac-k.
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name-callin-

C-31- S8.
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Students should apply for a grant
by following these guidelines :
1. By no later than October 15 submit through bis or her advisor a -

David Guldin, Sociology

Joanna James,
John Wells,
C-29-

68

C-18-

90

.

F.W. Cropp, Geology

a

f

--
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Fred Graham, who spoke at the College as part of the Limits and Constraints lecture series last week, speaking with Ida Williams, Voice
editor.
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Scene
Women's soccer hopes to improve record
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster's women's

The team's coach, Barb DeLuca,
was primarily concerned with the
lack of offensive power at the end of
the game. She said, "...I'm contemplating a new formation that will
get our halfbacks into the game
more. ...We simply cannot win when
we aren't able to get the ball over
midfield consistently."
In terms of injuries the team
started the game without Liddy
Williams and Miriam Glanz due to
academic conflicts and injuries. In
addition to that, the Scots lost Betty
Title to a sprained ankle. Senior
Kate Jones to a broken toe, and Kate
Dailey, due to a pulled muscle.
The Scots were hoping to end their
losing streak against Ohio Wesleyan
on Homecoming weekend. Playing
at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday, the 5th,
the Scots jumped to an early lead,
when freshman Anne Hanrahan
scored her first goal of the season off
Kate
an assist from a healed-u- p
Jones. This was with 23:18 left to go
in the first half, and it looked as if
Wooster might score a few more
before the end of the half. This was

soccer team has been struggling
lately, having lost four straight at
the time of writing, for a season
record of 1 win and 5 losses.
Hopefully, the Scots have ended
their losing streak in a game played
last Wednesday (Oct. 9th) at
The Scotties right now are
having troubles in their very first
season with both inexperience and
costly injuries to many key players.
In a game played October 1st, the
Women Scotties played a very experienced Denison team with an
always tough Denison home crowd.
The team tried hard, but just was
not up to the caliber put forth by the
defending North Coast Athletic Conference champs from Granville.
Wooster gave a great effort in the
first half, playing very well and
d
keeping Denison to only two
goals. However, in the second half the Scots still were not able
to put together any real offensive
drives, and were worn down defensively. This combination, along with
several injuries, led to three more
goals being scored by Denison to
finish up the game at 0 in their
favor.
Ke-nyo-

n.

hard-earne-

Column by Pat Schmitz
As usual, the past week has been
an interesting one for the Cleveland
Sports Scene. The baseball season
was mercifully drawn to a close, the
Browns were vaulted into first place
in the AFC Central, and the Cava

The Lady Bishops proceeded to put
in two goals in the latter part of the
first half, and werestopping most of
the Scots offensive charges before
they could get anywhere. The second half proved to be no better for
the Scots, as Ohio Wesleyan pulled
off another goal, and Wooster could
muster no sustained offensive
drives.

played their exhibition game.
That's right, the Browns are on the
top of the AfC Central Division with
a 2 record. Although the season is
less than half over, the Browns are
zeroing in toward equalling the five
victories of last year. Truly, this L. a
much better team, if not a
3--

powerhouse. Evidence of the

Browns' improvement can be found
0
victory over
in last Sunday's
New England. Last season, the)
Browns , led by such ilium inaries asl
Tom Flick and Duriel Harris, fell to
This time, Kevin
the Patriots
Mack turned his second straight
outstanding performance, rushing
for 115 yards in 20 carries, and cat
ching 5 passes for 85 more, and
recently activated receiver Brian
Brennan hauled 7 passes for 104
yards. Brennan also threw a TD
o
tight end OzzieJ
strike to
Newsome. The defense, which was
24-2-

The women's soccer team played
on a noticeably lower level against
Ohio Wesleyan than they had in their
last several games. True, Modie
Mitchell and excellent sophomore
goalie Dawn Crownover were both

17-1- 6.

injured, but that was not the problem. Indeed, Coach DeLuca said,
"Julie Michaels, who is only a
freshman, did a good job filling in
for Dawn at the Goalie position."

All-Pr-

This Friday, the women's soccer
team plays Case Western Reserve in
Cleveland, a team the Scots beat in
their second game of the season.
After that, the next two games are at
not to be, though, as the team's play home. They will take on the team
deteriorated somewhat after that. from Dayton at 4:30 p.m. on October
14th, and Oberlin will be here on the
uth, at 2:00 p.m.it would be a
definite boost for the team if
everyone came out to cheer them

5--

without

starters Tom Coosinean and

Hanford Dixon, stopped the Patriots
on a crucial fourth and goal at the
Cleveland one yard line late in the
fourth quarter to preserve the victory. The game also marked the
quarterdebut of
back Bernie Kosar, who connected
on 9 of 15 passes for 104 yards. Kosar
showed poise late in the game as he
calmly led the offense down the field
much-herald-

on!

to score the

F
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Flair Trove!
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Bowman St.

346 E.
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Sports Schedule
October 11:

Cross Country: All
Ohio Meet at Ohio State.
Women's Soccer: at Case Western
Men's-Women-

's

Your EURAiLPASS
October

11

October 16:
Field Hockey: Ohio Wesleyan
home.

October 12:
October 17:
Football: at Denison University.
Volleyball: at Capital University.
Men's Soccer: Western Kentucky at
home.
Volleyball: atBlufton.
October 18:
October 14:
Women's Soccer: Dayton Universi- - Field Hockey: Notre Dame at
ty at home.
home.
of

COLLEGE CAAAFUS
Registered Orlo Trave1 AgeM
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Writers' Block

Cured
for catalog

Send $2

of

to
over 16000 topics
effassist your writing
orts and help you beat
Writers Block. For info.

call
312-922-03-
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EE

Dearborn

1-5745.

(In Illinois

Authors'

00.)

search

1-600-62-

Rm. 600-- N,

Chicago

call
Re-

407 South
60605.

XL

spect is reliever Craig Pippin (10-- 6
pitched in Maine and
Waterbury this season. Obviously,
some pitching will have to be ac
quired this winter.
The
sale of the In
dians may also be closer to becom
mg a reality. Two Cleveland
businessmen, Joseph Hrndka and
Jeffrey Friedman, who have had a
combined net worth of somewhere
around $175 million, have been encouraged to make a purchasing bid
Current club owner Pat O'Neill
hopes to have the team sold by the
end of this year.
The Cavs signed number one draft
eon- pick Keith Lee to a multi-yea- r
tract last Friday, then went out and
2.80 21), who

long-speculat- ed

beat the Indian Pacers in

Wadsworth the following day.
point guard
Neither Lee nor hold-od
John Bagley saw action, but
John "Hot Rod" Williams
did well in limited action. The Cavs
also experimented with Mel Turpin
at forward last Saturday. Turpin
may be moved outside to take ad
vantage of his shooting range. The
leading scorer in last Saturday's
game was the Cavs' Ron Anderson,
a prospective shooting guard, with
20 points
Cleveland will open at home on
Saturday, October 26, against last
years Eastern Conference chamC"Hf
ut

center-forwar-

tHJe F"n

By Becky Pickett

f A0305

Reserve University.

October 15:
University
Men's Soccer:
Rochester at home.

headquarter;
JUST CFF THL

- October IS.

2,

Noboa (.288 5 82), a second baseman:
and Cory Snyder (.281 28 84), who
plays third. The best pitching pro-

-

Cross Country competes
in Indiana

264-650- 5

Homecoming crowd cheers on the Scots.

g

60-10-

Bock now tor
Thanksgiving and

:

game-winnin-

in the fourth quarter.
Kosar was forced to enter the game!
in the second quarter when Gary!
Daniels on sustained a strained
shoulder. Danielson is listed a quesH
tkraable for next Sunday's game
against Houston
The Featherheads bowed out Sun-- I
day with a final record of
good for last place in the AL East, a
full 40 games behind the Toronto!
Blue Jays. The Tribe's pitching was
led by lefty Neal Heaton, who was 8H
17 with a 4.85 ERA. No starter fori
Cleveland had an ERA under 4.50,
and no reliever had 10 saves. Un-- I
I fortunately.
pltyers n
touchdown

your convenience

i

ed

tarm system are Jim Wilson (.287 26
101),who is a first baseman; Junior

Running through the wet and cold
elements in Angola, Indiana last
Saturday, the women's cross country team took thirdplace among 14
competing teams. The Scotties were
somewhat disappointed that their
tough rival. Hope College, had
: beaten them to take second place
aner the scotties nad lust defeated
them a few weeks earlier in the
GLCA meet. However, Wooster did
- not have their full team competing
in the Tri State Invitational due to
the absences of Katie Keller and Liz
Moran.
Coach Craig Penney commented,
"It was a good experience for
everyone in that they all had to perform because we were short on
womanpower. It was also nice to
have Nancy and Angela back in the
;

T3.

r

i.

o

Scotties and finished in fifth place
overall. Amanda Paglow, Nancy
Nystrom, Stephanie Scierka, and
Becky Pickett packed it together to
twenty-fourtfinish twenty-thirline-up- ."
twenty-fifth- ,
and twenty-nintPatty Smanik led the running respectively. Other places for the
d,

h,

h.

,
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Cross country

My JPeirsjpectfove...
A loot: at sports

team were made by Jean Danowski,
Cheri Dunbar, fiftieth;

forty-fourt- h;

Angela

Last weekend some dismal records were set while for
season.
others it was a continuation of an already great
Things don't seem to be getting any easier for first-yecoach Bob Tucker who erased an 9 season only to
create another. The Fighting Scots have been shut out
for three consecutive weeks by such teams as Division
III powerhouse Case Western Reserve, Kenyon College
and number eigth ranked Wabash College. After being
outscored 7 in four games this season. Tucker's
team meets Denison, which has outscored its opponents
152-4Key players for this weekends game will be Don
Mathews who may have to step in for Tim Scott who continues to struggle completing only 41 percent of his
passes(28-68- ).
Freshman Paul Ward and Dennis
be seeing plenty of playing time. The
will
Sullivan also
task against Denison will be to stop tailback Chris
Spriggs and the vaunted single wing offense. If the offensive line can stop the plague of injuries that scoreless
record could come to a crashing halt. For all the trivia
buffs Denison leads the series which began in 1889,
The Big Red has won two in a row, including last
seasons 1 triumph. The last Wooster victory came in
Kickoff
1971, when the Scots defeated Denison
time is 1:30 at the Deeds Field at Denison University.

ners out due to illness and social1 engagements
Wooster's depth proved to be the winning style. The
mens team however had a good showing as they finished
a solid ninth out of a field of twenty teams. A beautiful
course but adverse conditions helped push the Scots
after a disappointing fourth place finish at the Wooster
Invitational. Both the men and the women will travel to
Ohio State where they will compete against every school
meet this Friday. Wooster
in Ohio at the
women hope to finish well against Ashland College while
the men turn their attention to NCAC rival Case Western
and old OAC rival Wittenberg University.

ar

0--

All-Oh- io

80-1-

3.

29-24--

Arln Soccer action the men were dealt a heavy blow as
UPI ranked top ten Ohio Wesleyan downed the Fighting
Scots
What appears to be a major improvement
from the past two years the Scots enter into even more
heavy competition as they prepare to do battle against

--

6-- 0.

Mt. Union, Western Kentucky, and Akron University.

6.

.

In the Professional arena it seems as if the Cleveland
Browns have finally set out to do what they have always
wanted to do: first in the AFC Central. After defeating
a less than perfect New England Patriots team some
fans have the audacity to compare their win with the
Pittsburgh Steelers' close call with Miami. In baseball
action irs that twin rivalry as the Pittsburgh Pirates
and the Cleveland Indians managed to combine all time
losses and arrive at a total of 106. Not bad! In college
football action it was a surprise for Buckeyes fans as
their number four ranked Ohio State fell to number fifteen. But the best surprise is no surprise as Joe Pater-no'-s
Nittany Lions appear content to stay at number six
with a 0 record. The game to watch this weekend is the
Big Ten sleeper Indiana and fallen Ohio State. In tennis
action no on seems able to decide whether or not Ivan
Lendl should play in the Davis Cup. Lendl is suffering
from a bad knee and nerve problems. In just a little
while the Cleveland Cavs will open their season with
revenge in their eyes. The Boston Celtics will arrive at
Richfield Coliseum to do battle with the Cavs. Well
folks, that just about wraps up sports.
"Ar

16-1- 4.

In field hockey action it looks as if Wooster and
Denison are the best 2 punch in the NCAC Conference.
Last weekend the Scotties easily downed Kenyon College after a mixed emotioned tie with Denison University. Unless Denison loses or plays Wooster again it seems
inevitable that Denison will win the NCAC Title.
However, this will not dim Wooster's chance for a berth
at NCAA's Regional. The field hockey team tackles two
very competitive squads as they do battle against Ohio
Wesylan jon the. 16th and Notre. Dame next Friday.
1--

4--

ir" Where went all the gool old days?" That seems to
be the question most asked about the women's
volleyball team. After having to fight for every point the
Scotties are not the favorite anymore to win the NCAC
title even though many strong returning players have
come back. I think the answer to the above mentioned
question is one that only Bob Skelly can answer.The
women will match their skills against Blufton this Satur-

day

ifk

Editor's Note: if you have any
sports tips or information about your favorite team send
supit to me and I'll see what I can do. Until next week,
quest
to
in
team
their
port the Fighting Scots Football

in cross country action it was Patty Smanik who
Invitational
finished strong at the prestigious
Tri-Sta- te

in Angola Indiana. The Scotties placed a strong third in
a field that contained Division III powerhouse Ashland
and Taylor University. Even with two of their top run-

score.

-

n

Qvosry Ocru2ai7
"the

on campus

Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Williams, Professional Associate
Arts Ministry

hi

c

Campus Extension: 2398

Men's
Crosscountry
By Chock Brady
Some people may attribute

it to
peaking early, other see it as a
slump, bat whatever the
cause, the Wooster Hen's Cross
Country team seems to have lost
some of the intensity with which it
began the season. After going
undefeated In the first two weeks
and taking a strong second place at
the GLCA meet, the Scots faced
some high quality competition on
their home course this past Saturday
and came away with a fourth place
finish in the Wooster Invitational.
Winning the meet was Wittenberg
Universtiy with 53 pts. followed by
Case Western Reserve with 55 pts.
Case runner Vince Van Burik claimed the individual victory with time
of 28:44 over Wooster's 4J mile
coarse. Muskingum took third place
with 58 pts. followed by the College
of Wooster with 85 pts. "We didn't
run poorly," said Coach Bean with
regard to his team's race. "We Just
had a number of men who didntrun
the race they are capable of." The
Wooster did fine job of pack running in fact, all finishing within a
minute of each other, but their pack
was Just too far back in the field.
Scott Mellor ran his best raee of the
season to head the Scots with a 12th
place finish in 27:21. He was followed by Todd Kelleher (27:25) in 14th
place, Todd Fach (27:83) in 16th
place. Paul Fleming (27:57) in 20th
place and Chuck Brady (28:00) in
23rd place. Scott Michalek in 24th
place and David Dean in 29th place
rounded out Wooster's varsity positions. Coach Bean had nothing but
praise for the Wooster JV squad
which ran immediately after the
Varsity race. With a number of runners running their first meet of the
season because of injury, and others
competing at the five mile distance
for the first time ever, Coach Bean
was impressed.

titter

the concept of team running.
Special congratulations go out to
Nick Young who competed in his
first Collegiate cross country raee
and to Bill Townsend, Pete Bagone
and Dave Brandt who have recently
come off injuries to compete.
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Gene Toy led the Scots JV finishing
Also breaking SO
5th in 28:11.
minutes were Tbom Kuehls in 8th
place and Brent Bunnell in 12th.
Wooster had If runners in the open
race who all ran well exemplifying

17M IhI Av. Woodtr
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Westminster Presbyterian Church

Sinopoli,

Heue Christoffersen,
Freshman Nancy Nystrom viewed
the meet at a positive experience for
the team. "Oar third place finish
will not allow as to remain complacent with where we are right now. It
will hopefully make us work even
harder," she said.
fifty-nint-
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Rocltin' Ravers to hit Ichabods
for the last three years. For the
minimal fee of 50 cents, one can
dance to the music from 10:00 p.m.
until 2:00 a.m.
They bill themselves as "a high
energy rock and roll band with a
distinctive Sixties sound. Specialising in danceable oldies, the Rockin'
Ravers feature a twin lead guitar attack and frequent three part harmonies."
The band is composed of five
throughout Northeast and Central members, all veterans of the

By Bob Murphy
On Friday night, October 19th.
Ichabod's goers will be priviledged
to a rare and special treat, a live
band! While the Crandall Club has
been known to bring in the band
"Oroboros" every once in a while,
this time the Student Activities
Board is treating us to the sounds of
the "RockiD' Ravers."
The Rodin' Ravers is a group
from Lakewood that has toured

Ohio

Cleveland area music scene. Playing on bass and singing backup
vocals is Chip Sansom. Kim Ktidi
has come out of retirement to play
drums for the group. Kaxda is well
known in Cleveland, and used to play
for the group "The Damnation of
Adam's Blessing." Lead singer Dan
Skutt fronts the group, and also adds
his talents on the blues harp. Bill
Fog arty and Denny Marek round out
the group, both playing guitar and
singing backing vocals. Marek is

the newest member of the group,
and has played in such Cleveland-base- d
groups as "The Lost Souls,"
"The Shooters," and "Substitute."
The group's play list features
songs by The Rolling Stones, The
Beatles, Creed ence Clearwater
Revival. Chuck Berrr. and The

.

fee SffQPo.
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lyClVS Public Affairs
"Calabash Craft and Musical Instruments"
Wednesday: "Ending Apartheid"
g
and "Focus on Locally Unwanted
formative and
topics such as the following for the Land Uses"
Thursday: "Topics for Today"
week of October 14th:
Monday: "Science Journal" and with Susan Schkmann and Doug
"Fusions of European and Andean White
Friday: "High Technology" and
Myths"
Tune in to the WCWS 91.9 FM
public affairs hour every weekday
morning at 11. You'll hear in-

FREE TACO COUPON

Ccncc7oc:c2y
(MAT

You're Invited to be ou guest for one FREE Taco. (no
purchase necessary).
Qo
aaly at partlclpatlag Taco Qraade

5010.05)

thought-provokin-

Tuesday:

Convocation:

Ping Pong

"Biotechnology7'

By Jon Barclay
Ichabod's is sponsoring ping pong
again. Repeating last year's weekly
ping pong night, Ichabod's will host
open ping pong from
p.m. every
Wednesday evening beginning Oc9-- 11

tober It.
According to manager Patrick
James, ping pong is not a specific
program; it is Just a recreational
time for anyone to come in and have
fun.

Last year's ping pong evenings
sometimes drew 100 people, though
the number varied from week to

week.
The evenings will be unstructured.
Anyone can play by exchanging an
I.D. for ping pong balls and paddles

at the entrance. James mentioned
that perhaps a competition or tournament will be organised later.
There is no cover charge for the
evenings.

ATTENTION: Young Life, a Chris
tian youth ministry, is now in
Wooster. If you are interested in getting information or working with
Y.L. please contact Randy Nickel at
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for e0 your typewriter needs

Divestment...
.

Continued from Page 1
trustees on IS October to discuss the
prospect of divestment TheSCNis

fifty-seve-

LlmM

tM. Not to be use Ira conjunction arlth other coupons or offers. VoM where
proMMtctJ by
Customer must pay sales laa where appltcaMc.
lacauranoe corporation ah nights Reserved.
454S

Continued from Page 1
interested in wise financing and
astute development She also stressed that the Trustees are genuinely
interested in the students, their life
on campus and the promotion of

also trying to organize those
students who are interested in
divestment to sign up for lunch with
the trustees the following day.
n
Six hundred
students
have signed the SCN petition calling
for the college to divest Students
who have not signed the petition are
urged to come to tomorrow's SCN
meeting in Lowry.

1220 Uncolrmay
Masslllon. OM 44646

1

ftease pftmil coupon before ordering

and

Trustees...

Kingsmen, as well as more recent
songs by The Romantics, The Kinks,
The Who, and John Fogarty.

Why
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J.B. Typewriter
Service
& Sales
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Censer Godctysj

2522 Cleveland Rd.
345-740- 5.

Daily 8 a.m.- - 5:30 p.m.

135 Basil Wooster
1020 W. High Orrvilla
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284-553- 5
683-719- 1

REDKEN
win

mostly cloudy and mild with a slight
chance of rain today. The high will reach 67 to
72, Tonight promises to be cloudy with a chance
At

joe

of rain and a low of 47 to 52. Skies will be
partly cloudy Friday and Friday night with a high
reaching 60 to 65 and a low of 43 to 48. The
weekend promises- to be variably cloudy with just
a slight chance of a scattered shower. Highs on
Saturday and Sunday will be 65 to 70 and lows
both mornings will dip down to 43 to 4H. For
those planning travel, there is a chance of rain
cind on

Shampoo & Haircut
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